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Summary:

The petitioner sought judicial review of a rezoning by-law and development permit, submitting the
City had failed to meet its duty of procedural fairness. The chambers judge agreed and quashed the
by-law and permit. The City and affected developer both appeal. Held: Appeals allowed. The City met
its duty of procedural fairness. Indeed, it provided a more robust process than was strictly required.

Reasons for Judgment of the Honourable Chief Justice Bauman:

I.        Introduction

[1]             This appeal considers the interplay between a municipal corporation’s business powers and

its duty of procedural fairness when engaged in its land use and development processes. When

should the two be treated as separate; when, if ever, does a duty of procedural fairness arise from

the exercise of business powers?

[2]             Jubilee House is an 87unit affordable housing building managed by the 127 Society for
Housing (the “Society”). Jubilee House is located at 508 Helmcken Street (“508”), next to
Emery Barnes Park. 508 is owned by the City of Vancouver (the “Cityˮ), which leases it to the
Society. Constructed in 1986, Jubilee House is in a state of some disrepair and significant
expenditures will soon be required to address its deficiencies.

[3]             Brenhill Developments Limited (“Brenhillˮ) owns 10771099 Richards Street (“1099ˮ)
across the street from 508. Brenhill kept its office there and had several tenants including a
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preschool, until the building was recently demolished.

[4]             Brenhill approached the City with a creative proposal. Brenhill would construct a 162-unit

replacement for Jubilee House across the street on 1099 and, once completed, turn it over to the

City for lease to the Society—if the City transferred 508 to Brenhill and closed an adjacent lane.

Brenhill’s plan was then to build a 36-story tower on 508 containing 448 units (including 110 secured

market rental units), a two-story preschool and retail space.

[5]             The City was receptive. Its technical staff negotiated a Land Exchange Contract and other

related agreements with Brenhill. Later, the City’s Development Permit Board issued a
development permit for the new Jubilee House at 1099. City Council considered and enacted a
rezoning bylaw for 508 to accommodate Brenhill’s proposed development.

[6]             The petitioner, the Community Association of New Yaletown (“CANYˮ), is a group of
citizens opposed to the developments. They attacked the development permit and rezoning by
law in the Supreme Court and they succeeded. The judge quashed both. By that time Brenhill
had already demolished the building at 1099 and made numerous financial commitments in
respect of the two developments. Matters came to a standstill as these appeals were launched
and expedited. Shortly before the appeals were heard, the Development Permit Board issued a
new development permit for 1099 and City Council adopted a new rezoning bylaw for 508
largely replicating the one that was quashed. As a result, an issue of mootness lies at the
threshold of this proceeding.

[7]             CANY’s essential submission is that the City’s public disclosure was inadequate and
the process was artificially divided into stages such that residents could not comment on the
overall land exchange plan. The chambers judge agreed, with reasons indexed as 2015 BCSC
117.

[8]             On 23 April 2015, we allowed the appeals with reasons to follow.

II.       Detailed Background

The Public Hearing and Disclosure

[9]             Brenhill’s plan for 508 required the property to be rezoned. The new Jubilee House on 1099

would not require a rezoning, though Brenhill would need to obtain a development permit.

[10]         On 8 February 2013, Brenhill applied to rezone 508 from “DD” (Downtown District) to “CD-

1” (Comprehensive Development 1).

[11]         On 27 February 2013, the City sent a notice of the rezoning application and an open house
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to surrounding property owners and renters, around 9700 people. On 13 March 2013, 135 people

attended the open house.

[12]         On 4 June 2013, the City’s General Manager of Planning and Development delivered an 81-

page policy report to City Council about the proposed rezoning of 508 (the “Policy Report”). It

recommended that City Council refer the rezoning application to a public hearing and, subject to

comments made at the hearing, approve the application.

[13]         On 11 July 2013, City Council considered Brenhill’s application to rezone 508 and resolved

to hold a public hearing (the “Public Hearing”).

[14]         The City sent out different forms of notice for the Public Hearing. An initial postcard sent on

25 June 2013 contained an error: the map was not of the correct property. On 5 July, the City

placed a notice in a local newspaper and sent postcards to local residents. On 6 and 8 July, the City

issued a formal notice. On 12 July, only four days before the Public Hearing, the City sent out

another postcard. To address the short notice, the deadline for making written submissions was

extended to 22 July 2013.

[15]         In accordance with its usual practice for public hearings about proposed zoning changes, the

City made the information that was before City Council available to the public (on the City’s

website). The disclosure included a draft of the proposed zoning amendment by-law and the Policy

Report.

[16]         The Policy Report began with a summary of Brenhill’s rezoning application and the context

in which it was made:

This report evaluates an application to rezone the site at 508 Helmcken Street from DD
(Downtown) District to CD-1 (Comprehensive Development) District, to allow for a 36-storey
building containing 448 residential units, of which 110 are proposed as secured market rental,
with retail use and a private pre-school/kindergarten facility at grade.

This proposal was put forward in response to Council objectives to find innovative ways to
facilitate the development of new social and affordable housing. The applicant has proposed to
build new social housing on land it owns across the street at 1077-1099 Richards Street; in
exchange, the applicant proposes to develop a mixed-use residential building on the City-
owned Helmcken Street site, including 110 secured market rental units. A social housing
development, Jubilee House, with 87 social housing units, is currently located on the Helmcken
Street site.

[17]         The Policy Report then analyzed the rezoning application by reference to five topics:

proposed land use; housing; density and form of development; parking, loading and circulation; and

environmental sustainability. It explained why a rezoning was necessary and discussed the effects of

the proposed development on local housing stock. With respect to density, the Policy Report noted

that the proposed development would be “larger in terms of its tower width and floor plate when

compared to similar uses in the local area”. It indicated, however, that “staff have assessed the
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potential impacts … and are satisfied that the proposed floor area can be accommodated on the

site”.

[18]         The Policy Report contained a summary of the major themes in 135 public responses both

for and against the application. Those for the application supported an increase in social and secured

market housing, appreciated the form and design of the proposed tower and thought an increase in

density to be necessary. Opponents were less enthusiastic about having more social housing in the

neighbourhood and expressed the view that, if Jubilee House was to be demolished, Emery Barnes

Park should be expanded. Opponents were also concerned about the size of the proposed tower and

its effects on views and sunlight. They tended to see increased density as a drawback rather than a

benefit.

[19]         The Policy Report also included a lengthy discussion of the views of City staff on the public

benefits of the application. The additional 110 units of secured market rental housing would increase

the stock of affordable housing in the neighbourhood. Brenhill would have to pay an approximately

$6.1 million Development Cost Levy and contribute $650,000 for public art. Brenhill was also offering

$25 million in Community Amenity Contributions ($1 million in cash and $24 million toward the

construction of the new building for 1099). The Policy Report stated that the balance of the cost for

the new building for 1099, $6.6 million, would be funded by the City from its sale of 508 to Brenhill,

with Brenhill responsible for any costs overruns.

[20]         The Policy Report also included appendices with detailed urban design analysis prepared by

staff (Appendix D) and the Urban Design Panel’s consideration of the proposed rezoning

(Appendix E).

[21]         The Public Hearing was held on 16 July 2013.

[22]         Between 12 and 22 July, the City posted on its website 197 written submissions it had

received.

Resolutions and By-laws

[23]         On 23 July 2013, City Council met and passed a resolution giving approval in principle to By-

law 10870 (the “508 Rezoning By-law”). It would rezone 508 from DD to CD-1, subject to the

conditions that a “no development” covenant be registered on 508 pending completion of the new

building at 1099, construction finish at 1099, and Brenhill contribute $1 million to the City’s

affordable housing fund.

[24]         On 12 August 2013, the Development Permit Board passed a resolution to issue, if certain

conditions were met, a development permit to Brenhill for 1099 (the “1099 Development Permit”).
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[25]         On 4 February 2014, City Council enacted By-law 10865 (the “DODP Amendment”). It

amended s. 3.13 of the Downtown Official Development Plan (the “DODP”) to authorize the

Development Permit Board, in certain circumstances, to permit an increase in floor space ratio to

ensure the inclusion of “social housing”. Before the DODP Amendment, s. 3.13 had referred to “low

cost housing”.

[26]         On 19 February 2014, City Council passed a resolution to endorse the 12 August 2013

resolution of the Development Permit Board to issue, if certain conditions were met, the 1099

Development Permit.

[27]         On 4 March 2014, the City posted on its website the agenda for an upcoming City Council

meeting, providing notice that the 508 Rezoning By-law would be coming before City Council for

enactment.

[28]         On 11 March 2014, the City enacted the 508 Rezoning By-law.

[29]         On 28 May 2014, after Brenhill had satisfied all the conditions, the Development Permit

Board issued the 1099 Development Permit.

Petition for Judicial Review

[30]         On 25 April 2014, CANY was incorporated as a non-profit society.

[31]         On 6 May 2014, CANY filed a petition for judicial review. It sought declarations that:

a)              the City contravened the Vancouver Charter, S.B.C. 1953, c. 55, and breached the

rules of procedural fairness by:

i)    failing to disclose relevant documents, including the Land Exchange Contract, at the

Public Hearing;

ii)   accepting written submissions after 16 July 2013; and,

iii) failing to provide proper notice of the DODP Amendment;

b)              the Land Exchange Contract unlawfully fettered the discretion of City Council under

s. 565 of the Vancouver Charter and is of no force or effect; and,

c)               the 508 Rezoning By-law is inconsistent with the DODP.

[32]         CANY also sought orders quashing:

d)              the DODP Amendment (enacted 4 February 2014); and,
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e)              the 508 Rezoning By-law (enacted 11 March 2014).

[33]         On 3 July 2014, CANY filed an amended petition seeking an order quashing:

f)                the 1099 Development Permit (issued 28 May 2014).

[34]         Between 25 and 28 August 2014, the judicial review was heard. On 27 January 2015, the

judge pronounced judgment and published his reasons.

III.       Decision Under Appeal

[35]         After outlining the facts, quoting the relevant statutory provisions and summarizing the

submissions of the parties, the chambers judge made the following comments (at para. 112):

Standing back from the submissions, the essential question, it seems to me, is whether the
City provided enough information for the public, in a form that was understandable, to fairly
evaluate the pros and cons of the proposed development. Put in other terms, the issue might
be described as whether the sacrifice the residents of that part of the City and the general
public were expected to accept was worth the trade-off, or whether, as the petitioner appears
to suspect, the net result would be, in essence, a private benefit to Brenhill at a loss to the
public.

[36]         The judge then considered the information that was made available before the Public

Hearing. He stated that the information was “highly technical” and organized in such a way that the

important information was interlaced with peripheral information (at para. 114). He remarked that

there was “nothing that addresses the public in simple, direct terms”.

[37]         Next the judge expressed concern that the value of 508 and the cost of the new Jubilee

House for 1099 given in the disclosure seemed to be arbitrary. He did not elaborate.

[38]         The judge then suggested that the Public Hearing, although ostensibly concerned only with

the rezoning of 508, should have had a broader focus. He indicated that residents have the right to

make their views known on the overall advantages and disadvantages of integrated projects. By

excluding the land exchange and development of 1099 from the scope of the Public Hearing, the

judge concluded, the City denied residents this right.

[39]         The judge stated that a public hearing will not be “fair” if the public is provided with only

“just enough information to technically comply with the minimum requirements of a public hearing”

(at para. 120).

[40]         In sum, the judge held that “the public hearing and the development permit process” were

flawed for three reasons (at para. 121-122, 132). First, the City took an “unduly restrictive” view of

the topics to be canvassed. Residents were not given an opportunity to express their views on the

merits of the entire plan, rather than only discrete aspects of it. Second, the information was
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technical and opaque. Third, the dollar values for the components of the land exchange were

arbitrary or lacked a “real-world justification”. Overall, the judge said “the public was entitled to an

explanation that was more like what the court was given in this proceeding”.

[41]         Finally, the judge considered the remedy. He noted this was a “contentious” issue. Brenhill

requested that the judge exercise his discretion to decline to grant a remedy, relying upon its

evidence that it had incurred significant expenses moving the project forward since the end of the

limitation period.

[42]         The judge noted that he had discretion to decline to award a remedy but said he thought

judicial review was “the appropriate procedure in this case” (at para. 125). He said he was “fortified”

by the position taken by the City, “which does not rely on a by-law limitation argument, although it

submits that there are pertinent limits to judicial review” (at para. 126).

[43]         The judge then summarized his finding on the merits as being that “the City’s limited

approach to the public hearing was unfair” (at para. 130). He cited Seaspan Ferries Corporation v.

British Columbia Ferry Services Inc., 2013 BCCA 55, for the proposition that unfairness “meets the

threshold for judicial review” (at para. 131). He then simply stated the following: “Accordingly, I agree

with the petitioner that the appropriate order is to [quash the 508 Rezoning By-law and 1099

Development Permit]” (at para. 133).

[44]         The judge also quashed the DODP Amendment on the basis that it was unreasonable to

expect residents to look past a title that identified the West End and realize that the proposed

amendment also affected New Yaletown.

[45]         With respect to CANY’s submission that the City contravened s. 566 of the Vancouver

Charter and breached the rules of procedural fairness by accepting written submissions after the

Public Hearing, the judge quickly rejected this submission. He reasoned that the extended deadline

was a sensible way to remedy the short four-day notice from the third postcards (sent on 12 July).

IV.      Grounds of Appeal

[46]         Brenhill and the City both appeal (CA42560 and CA42565, respectively). By consent, both

appeals were heard together.

[47]         In CA42560, Brenhill submits the judge erred in:

a)              declining to exercise his discretion to not grant a remedy;

b)              finding the disclosure before the Public Hearing to have been deficient; and,

c)               quashing the 1099 Development Permit.
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[48]         In CA42565, the City submits the judge erred in:

a)              failing to apply s. 149 of the Vancouver Charter;

b)              misapprehending the subject matter and scope of the Public Hearing;

c)               finding the disclosure before the Public Hearing to have been deficient;

d)              failing to consider the nature and extent of disclosure required by the City as a

matter of procedural fairness; and,

e)              conflating the approval and issuance of the 1099 Development Permit with that of the

508 Rezoning By-law.

V.       Analysis

Mootness

[49]         In the course of the hearing, CANY moved to quash these appeals as moot.

[50]         Since the order under appeal was pronounced, the City has taken certain steps. On

26 March 2015, it adopted a new by-law amending the DODP. The amendments relate to s. 3.13 and

the definition of “social housing”. On 7 April 2015, the Development Permit Board issued a second

development permit for the new Jubilee House at 1099. On 14 April 2015, the City held another

public hearing on the rezoning of 508. On 16 April 2015, City Council rezoned 508. The terms of the

new rezoning by-law are almost identical to those of the one that was quashed.

[51]         CANY submits that, as a result of these steps, these appeals are moot and should be

quashed on that basis. It relies on Norman v. Port Moody (City) (1996), 84 B.C.A.C. 146. In Norman,

the appellant city appealed from an order which quashed a by-law because the city had failed to

provide proper disclosure. The by-law was then replaced by a different by-law, so that a successful

appeal would have had no practical effect. The Court held that, in the circumstances, the appeal was

moot. Although the Court had the discretion to hear the appeal despite its mootness (see Borowski

v. Canada (Attorney General), [1989] 1 S.C.R. 342), it declined to do so.

[52]         The City and Brenhill both oppose the motion. They submit that the issuance of a new

development permit and the enactment of a new rezoning by-law did not necessarily render the

appeals moot. In any event, they submit, the issues raised by these appeals are of general

importance with respect to the disclosure that must be made in advance of public hearings. Even if

the appeals are moot, this Court should exercise its discretion to hear them and decide them on

their merits to ensure the law is clear for subsequent public hearings.
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[53]         In my opinion, these appeals can be distinguished from Norman, which involved a by-law that

preserved certain property for environmental reasons. The petitioners challenged the by-law on the

basis that it did not fully protect the property. There were no third parties who would have been

directly affected by the outcome of the challenge.

[54]         That is not the situation in the case at bar. Brenhill submits that if the appeals are allowed

and the original rezoning by-law is restored, certain rights will vest in its favour. While I need not

decide the correctness of that position, I am of the view that it is at least arguable that certain

benefits will flow to Brenhill if the appeals are allowed. For that reason, it cannot be said that these

appeal are moot. In any event, I am satisfied that even these appeals are moot, they raise issues of

general importance concerning the disclosure that must be made in advance of public hearings which

this Court should determine.

[55]         I would not accede to the motion to quash the appeals as moot.

Errors

[56]         I would reframe and consolidate the appellants’ grounds of appeal to some extent. In my

view, the chambers judge made the following errors:

a)              he erred in law in interpreting the scope of the Public Hearing to extend beyond the

rezoning of 508;

b)              he erred in law in finding the disclosure before the Public Hearing to have been

deficient;

c)               he erred in fact in finding that interested persons were prevented from commenting

on the overall land exchange plan at the Public Hearing (in fact, the City chose to

allow many comments it was not required to allow);

d)              he erred in law in quashing the 1099 Development Permit on the basis of the defects

he identified with the Public Hearing; and,

e)              he erred in law in quashing the DODP Amendment on the basis of a title in the public

notice.

[57]         After offering some general observations, I will discuss each of these errors.

General Observations

[58]         One must begin by acknowledging that the City exercises an array of powers in the

performance of its various functions. I will describe three such functions (see Shell Canada Products
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Ltd. v. Vancouver (City), [1994] 1 S.C.R. 231 at 273; Welbridge Holdings Ltd. v. Greater Winnipeg,

[1971] S.C.R. 957 at 968).

[59]         First, the City has a legislative function. It is responsible for enacting by-laws and resolutions

regulating myriad subjects ranging from land use and development to building, plumbing and fire

safety standards.

[60]         Second, the City has many business functions in the administration of the various regulations

it has put in place and, significantly, in the management of municipal assets and their purchase and

sale.

[61]         Third, the City has what some courts have characterized as a quasi-judicial function. In

many cases the City affects the rights of individuals, for example, by licencing (or declining to

licence) a business or, as in the case at bar, by rezoning (or declining to zone) a specific piece of

property.

[62]         A duty of care can arise when the City exercises its business powers and a duty of

procedural fairness can arise when the City exercises its quasi-judicial powers. These are legal

duties and aggrieved parties can seek legal remedies in court. However, when the City exercises its

legislative powers (assuming it is acting within its jurisdiction), the principles of traditional political

accountability provide the remedy: it is at the ballot box. As Chief Justice McLachlin wrote for a

unanimous Court in Catalyst Paper Corp. v. North Cowichan (District), 2012 SCC 2 at para. 19:

review of municipal bylaws must reflect the broad discretion provincial legislators have
traditionally accorded to municipalities engaged in delegated legislation. Municipal councillors
passing bylaws fulfill a task that affects their community as a whole and is legislative rather
than adjudicative in nature. Bylaws are not quasi-judicial decisions. Rather, they involve an
array of social, economic, political and other non-legal considerations. “Municipal governments
are democratic institutions”, per LeBel J. for the majority in Pacific National Investments Ltd.
v. Victoria (City), 2000 SCC 64, [2000] 2 S.C.R. 919, at para. 33.

[63]         The Chief Justice went on to stress that “courts must respect the responsibility of elected

representatives to serve the people who elected them and to whom they are ultimately accountable”

(at para. 19).

[64]         The statutory schemes creating municipal corporations contemplate a municipality wearing

many hats. Sometimes a municipality will wear several hats in the implementation of a single plan, for

example when it exercises its business functions to acquire a property and then its legislative

functions when regulating the development and use of that property. The statutory schemes are

such that there will be occasions when a municipality’s business interests potentially conflict with

its legislative interests.

[65]         Good business may not serve the same interests as good land use planning and development
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control. There is nothing wrong or sinister about such conflicts, which are inherent in the statutory

scheme. What is required of a municipality in such situations is to ensure that it manages the

conflict, that it not let its business interests overwhelm its duty to make good law. The City must

carefully separate the business and legislative and ensure it complies with the statutory

requirements (and any quasi-judicial duties that may arise) for the exercise of each power; it must

not allow the exercise of its business powers to fetter the discretion it must have when exercising

its legislative powers (Pacific National Investments Ltd. v. Victoria (City), [2000] 2 S.C.R. 919 at

para. 65).

[66]         It is important to stress at this point what the chambers judge did not find. He did not

accede to the argument advanced by CANY that the Land Exchange Contract (and the associated

business with Brenhill) fettered the City’s legislative discretion with respect to the 508 Rezoning
Bylaw or the Development Permit Board’s discretion with respect to the 1099 Development
Permit. We must proceed on the understanding that the City acted in good faith throughout the
entire process and its business dealings did not fetter its legislative discretion.

[67]         I now turn to the essential errors I have described.

(a)      The Scope of the Public Hearing

[68]         Section 566 of the Vancouver Charter provides, in part, as follows:

566 (1) The Council shall not make, amend, or repeal a zoning by-law until it has held a public
hearing thereon, and an application for rezoning shall be treated as an application to amend a
zoning by-law.

…

(4) At the hearing all persons who deem themselves affected by the proposed by-law shall be
afforded an opportunity to be heard in matters contained in the proposed by-law, and the
hearing may be adjourned from time to time.

(5) After the conclusion of the public hearing, the Council may pass the proposed by-law in its
original form or as altered to give effect to such representations made at the hearing as the
Council deems fit.

[Emphasis added.]

[69]         The proposed by-law that triggered s. 566 in this case dealt only with the rezoning of 508.

However, the chambers judge concluded that the Public Hearing ought to have had a broader scope

(at para. 118):

While it is true that s. 566 of the Charter (see para. 41 herein) suggests that a public hearing
on a rezoning application relates to “matters contained in the by-law” the courts have taken a
more expansive view of the range of considerations that may be relevant. Treating 508 and
1099 as distinct issues does not reflect the true substance of this particular project or the
nature of the public interest involved. Residents of the City have a right to a voice in
integrated projects of this kind, and a right to a fair opportunity to express themselves relative
to the over-all advantages and disadvantages of the proposal. They have a right to make
submissions on whether, at the end of the day, the City simply gets what it has and Brenhill
gets a tower, to the overall detriment of the neighbourhood, or whether, in fact, the
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arrangement is a good deal, enhancing the City’s social housing and low cost housing goals at
minimal cost to those nearby. In this regard the position of the City set out in paras. 121-122
of its submission (see para. 81 herein) that “[i]t is not the role of the public at the public
hearing into a rezoning to comment on or take a position on the business dealings of the City
or the intricacies of its housing strategy” is unduly restrictive. The effect of the City’s
business dealings and housing strategy are materially represented in proposals such as the
Brenhill project, and the citizens affected by it should not be limited to a narrow discussion of
matters like the dimensions of the building.

[70]         The judge stated the issue at the Public Hearing was not whether 508 should be rezoned, but

“whether the sacrifice the residents of that part of the City and the general public were expected to

accept was worth the trade-off” (at para. 112).

[71]         These conclusions were in error. The Public Hearing was required only because the City was

considering rezoning 508 and, at the Public Hearing, interested persons had the right only to speak

about “matters contained in” the 508 Rezoning By-law.

[72]         In entering the land exchange and acting in camera in that regard, the City was acting under

ss. 165.1, 165.2(1)(e), 190 and 193 of the Vancouver Charter. Those sections provide in part as

follows:

165.1 (1) A meeting of the Council must be open to the public, except as provided in sections
165.2 to 165.8.

(2) The Council must not vote on the reading or adoption of a by-law when its meeting is
closed to the public.

165.2 (1) A part of a Council meeting may be closed to the public if the subject matter being
considered relates to or is one or more of the following:

…

(e) the acquisition, disposition or expropriation of land or improvements, if the
Council considers that disclosure could reasonably be expected to harm the
interests of the city;

…

190 (1) The Council may provide

(a) for acquiring such real property (within or without the city) and personal
property as may be required for the purposes of the city;

(b) for disposing of any real or personal property of the city by sale,
conveyance, lease, or licence when in the opinion of the Council such property
is not required by the city, upon such terms and conditions as may be deemed
expedient, and to accept in payment either money or other property; provided,
however, that no parcel of real property which exceeds four hundred thousand
dollars in value shall be sold to any person other than Her Majesty in her right
of Canada or the Province, or any agency of the Crown, except by the
affirmative vote of two-thirds of all the members of Council.

…

193 The Council may acquire real property and, by removing or remodeling the buildings
thereon, or by constructing dwellings thereon, develop such real property for the purpose of
providing housing accommodation for such persons and on such terms as the Council shall
think fit, and may maintain, improve, manage, and operate such housing accommodation, and
may delegate to a board or commission appointed by the Council all or any of the powers of
the Council under this section.
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[73]         Under the Vancouver Charter, a public hearing is not required when City Council exercises

its power to buy, sell or exchange real property. Indeed, City Council may authorize such

transactions in camera, without the usual scrutiny of a meeting open to the public, where

“disclosure could reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the City”. This makes sense
when City Council is acting pursuant to its business powers, because the glare of publicity will
frequently undermine business planning, negotiation and dealmaking. If the land exchange
deal with Brenhill had fallen through, public disclosure of all the details would have weakened
the City’s negotiating position with other developers.

[74]         Hastings Park Conservancy v. Vancouver (City), 2008 BCCA 117, involved issues very similar

to those in the present appeals. After the Province decided to end its involvement as operator of the

Pacific National Exhibition at Hastings Park in Vancouver, the City and the new operator came up

with a new plan for Hastings Park. It contemplated a rezoning to permit the use of slot machines,

some new developments (requiring an approval for a change in the form of an existing development

and a new development permit) and, ultimately, a new lease for the longstanding horse-racing track.

After City Council passed a rezoning by-law to permit the use of slot machines, some local residents

petitioned for judicial review. One of their main submissions was that the City had unfairly prevented

them from commenting on the overall plan at the public hearing. This Court rejected that submission,

with Mr. Justice Tysoe explaining as follows (at paras. 63-64):

This submission is based on a misconception of the purpose of the public hearing. Its purpose
was not to consider a change in the form of development at Hastings Park, the issuance of a
development permit (the application for which had yet to be made) or the entering into of the
[lease] (which had yet to be negotiated). The City was not required to hold a public hearing in
connection with those matters.

Rather, the purpose of the public hearing was to consider the proposed change of zoning
before Council made its decision whether or not to change it. Section 566(1) of the Vancouver
Charter required the holding of a public hearing before the Council amended the CD-1 zoning
applicable to Hastings Park. The City was required to give the public a reasonable amount of
information so that reasonably informed representations could be made at the hearing about
the proposed change of zoning to allow the use of slot machines at Hastings Park.

[75]         Similar conclusions were reached in the Supreme Court in Vancouver Island Community

Forest Action Network v. Langford (City), 2010 BCSC 1357 at paras. 21–22, and Eaton v. Vancouver

(City), 2008 BCSC 1080 at para. 47.

[76]         I agree with the City that, as the City put it, interested persons did not have the right at the

Public Hearing “to comment on or take a position on the business dealings of the City or the

intricacies of its housing strategy”. Rather, the Public Hearing provided interested persons with
an opportunity, in the words of the Vancouver Charter, “to be heard in matters contained in the
proposed bylaw”. The proposed bylaw contemplated the development of a 36story tower on
508, subject to various conditions set by council.
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[77]         One of those conditions was that Brenhill provide a Community Amenity Contribution of
$25 million. This payment was largely to be in kind, in the form of the 162unit social housing
building at 1099. Certainly, interested persons had a right to comment on that proposed
Community Amenity Contribution (and, as discussed below, interested persons were afforded
that right). However, the fact that the Community Amenity Contribution happened to involve
1099 does not mean that interested persons had the right to comment on 1099 generally.

[78]         Under the Vancouver Charter, the City may, subject to its by-laws, issue development

permits without first holding a public hearing (s. 565A). This confirms that the proposed development

for 1099 was not at issue at the Public Hearing, except to the limited extent that the development

was part of the Community Amenity Contribution that was a condition of the rezoning of 508.

[79]         I conclude that the scope of the Public Hearing was restricted to the rezoning of 508.

(b)      Adequacy of Disclosure

[80]         I turn to the issue of whether the City’s public disclosure before the Public Hearing was

adequate.

[81]         As noted, the judge held that the disclosure was inadequate, for three reasons (at para. 121-

122, 132). First, the disclosure was “unduly restrictive” in that it covered only the rezoning of 508,

not the entire land exchange plan. Second, the information that was disclosed was technical and

opaque. Third, the dollar values for the components of the land exchange seemed arbitrary.

[82]         The appellants submit the judge erred analytically by not considering the adequacy of

disclosure as a matter of procedural fairness. I agree and would add that the analysis was per

incuriam; the judge did not refer to the leading case, Pitt Polder Preservation Society v. Pitt
Meadows (District), 2000 BCCA 415 (except once on a different point, at para. 68).

[83]         In Pitt Polder, Madam Justice Rowles set out the applicable standard as follows (at para. 54):

in order to provide the opportunity for informed, thoughtful, and rational presentations in
relation to proposed land use and zoning bylaws it is necessary that interested members of
the public have the opportunity to examine in advance of a public hearing not only the
proposed bylaws but also reports and other documents that are material to the approval,
amendment or rejection of the bylaws by local government.

[84]         On the facts of that case, this Court held that certain impact reports and other relevant

documents should have been disclosed in advance of the public hearing; there had been a breach of

procedural fairness. The Court described the documents as follows (at paras. 12, 1516):

On the first day of the public hearing, Swaneset presented various reports that had not
previously been made available to the public. The reports included an environmental
assessment of the proposed resort and residential development prepared by Tera Planning
Ltd.; a report entitled “Traffic Implications of Changes to Land Use Concept” prepared by the
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Ward Consulting Group; an “Agricultural Impact Report for Proposed Residential
Development” prepared by RBF Land Resource Consultants Ltd.; and “Swan-e-set Bay
Resort Overview of Municipal Tax Impacts” prepared by Sussex Consultants Ltd.

…

At the public hearing, the President of Swaneset also presented an archaeological assessment
dated June 1991, prepared for Swaneset by Arcas Consulting Archeologists Ltd. The report,
entitled “Archaeological Assessment Swaneset Bay Golf Course Development, Pitt Meadows,
B.C.”, had been prepared in connection with the 1991 proposal for the development of the golf
courses.

The only document in the Public Hearing Information Package concerning potential
archaeological sites was a letter dated 10 July 1996 from the Archaeology Branch of the
Provincial Government which emphasized the need for a further and better archaeological
review of the area before proceeding with the development.

[85]         Importantly, the Court in Pitt Polder held that the reports should have been disclosed

because they pertained to the very development that was under consideration at the public hearing.

That is why the reports were “material to the approval, amendment or rejection of the bylawsˮ (at
para. 54).

[86]         The same was true of the expert reports before municipal council in Eddington v. Surrey
(District), [1985] B.C.J. No. 1925 (C.A.). A number of leading cases from the Supreme Court
make this same point: Karamanian v. Richmond (Township) (1982), 38 B.C.L.R. 106 (S.C.); Harris v.

Richmond (City), [1993] B.C.J. No. 826 (S.C.); Eadie v. Vinje Development Properties Ltd., 2009

BCSC 1472.

[87]         Eddington and Pitt Polder were again discussed by this Court in Hubbard v. West Vancouver

(District), 2005 BCCA 633 (at para. 14):

In the Pitt Polder and Eddington cases, it was found that the public hearing process in each
case was deficient because the public in those cases had not been afforded proper prior
access to information that was before council and that was being considered by council in
deciding whether or not to pass the bylaws in question. As was noted by Rowles J.A. in Pitt
Polder and Hinkson J.A. in Eddington, it is important that interested members of the public
should have an opportunity to examine in advance of the hearing, not only the bylaws
proposed, but as well reports and other documents that could be considered material to the
approval process. As Esson J.A. observed in Eddington, supra, at para. 26, “[n]o-one could be
expected to mount an intelligent response at the public meeting without reasonable prior
access to the reports”. As well, council after a public hearing ought not to hear from one
interested party in the absence of other interested parties.

(See also Fisher Road Holdings Ltd. v. Cowichan Valley (Regional District), 2012 BCCA 338 at

paras. 40-47).

[88]         The City submits that, interpreted in light of these authorities, procedural fairness requires it

to disclose, before a public hearing triggered by s. 566 of the Vancouver Charter, the materials that

the City Council will consider when deciding whether to enact the rezoning by-law at issue. It says

that such disclosure will ensure citizens can make informed, thoughtful and rational comments on the
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by-law at the public hearing. I agree.

[89]         The statutory scheme requires the City to hold a public hearing before amending a zoning

by-law (s. 566). As noted, however, the City may dispose of, acquire and develop real property for

housing without first holding a hearing (ss. 190(1), 193). The City may also, subject to its by-laws,

issue development permits without first holding a hearing (s. 565A).

[90]         The Vancouver Charter also empowers the City to “establish the procedures that are to be

followed for the conduct of its business, including the manner by which resolutions may be passed

and by-laws adopted” (s. 164.1(1)(a)). By-law 9756 sets out the City’s chosen procedure for public

hearing disclosure:

The City Clerk will:

(a)        prepare a file for each public hearing agenda item, containing the
referral report, the proposed by-laws, summary and recommendations,
any subsequent staff memos proposing amendments, and all public
comments received by 5 p.m. on the day which is three (3) business
days preceding the public hearing;

(b)        circulate the contents of the file electronically to Council by noon on
the day which is two (2) business days preceding the public hearing;
and

(c)        post the contents of the file and the public hearing agenda on the City
website by midnight on the day which is two (2) business days
preceding the public hearing.

[91]         The City complied with this by-law in this case. There is a long line of authority to the effect

that a municipality will generally meet its disclosure obligations if, as By-law 9756 requires, it

discloses everything that was or will be considered by council (see e.g., Fisher Road; Hubbard;

Eddington; Eadie; Pollard v. Surrey (District) (1993), 76 B.C.L.R. (2d) 292 at para 23 (C.A.); Eaton v.

Vancouver (City), 2008 BCSC 1080 at paras. 41-42).

[92]         To the extent the chambers judge or CANY suggest a much broader scope of disclosure is

required, I would respectfully suggest that they are in effect positing disclosure or discovery in a civil

litigation context. Indeed, the judge went as far as to say that “the public was entitled to an

explanation that was more like what the court was given in this proceeding” (at para. 123). That level

of disclosure simply cannot be supported in the context of s. 566 public hearings.

[93]         In the case at bar, the City was required to disclose the material that would be before City

Council when it decided whether to rezone 508. This consisted largely of the Policy Report, which

was indeed disclosed.

[94]         Of course, City Council also had in its possession documents relevant to the overall land

exchange and the development permit application for 1099. In particular, City Council had presumably

seen the Land Exchange Contract. CANY submits that it too should have been disclosed.
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[95]         I do not agree, for three reasons. First, citizens did not need to see the Land Exchange

Contract in order to make informed, thoughtful and rational comments on whether 508 should be

rezoned to permit Brenhill’s planned development for that property. As discussed above, that was

the only issue at the Public Hearing.

[96]         Second, the Land Exchange Contract was negotiated pursuant to the City’s business

powers. Under the Vancouver Charter, the City has statutory authority to enter into real estate

transactions without direct public oversight (ss. 190, 193). I agree with the City that, had the Land

Exchange Contract been disclosed, it would have distracted from the real issue at the Public Hearing

by seeming to invite public scrutiny of the City’s business dealings.

[97]         Finally, and most importantly, City Council did not have the Land Exchange Contract before

it when it decided to rezone 508. Importantly, the judge rejected CANY’s allegation that the City had

fettered its legislative discretion with the Land Exchange Contract. CANY did not attack this finding,

which entails that City Council considered the proposed rezoning 508 on its own particular merits,

without feeling bound by the Land Exchange Contract.

[98]         The judge also seems to have been of the view that the City should have disclosed more

information about 1099 and the development permit application for the new Jubilee House on that

property. The judge relied (at para. 121) upon 548928 Alberta Ltd. v. Invermere (District) (1995), 28

M.P.L.R. (2d) 109 at para. 23 (S.C.), where Mr. Justice Melnick expressed the following conclusion:

In this case, procedural fairness demanded that the respondent make available to those who
were interested, including the petitioners, information concerning the development permit
variance applications, even though, at the time of the public hearing …, they had not been
formally dealt with by council.

[99]         However, 548928 Alberta is readily distinguishable from the case at bar. The development

permit variance applications pertained to the very property that was the subject of the proposed

rezoning by-law. For this reason, it is likely that the public did need to see the applications to make

informed, thoughtful and rational comments on whether the property should be rezoned.

[100]     More importantly, the development permit application for 1099 was not at issue at the Public

Hearing, except to the limited extent that the development was part of the Community Amenity

Contribution that was a condition of the rezoning of 508. The City was not required to disclose

detailed information about 1099. To the extent 548928 Alberta or any of the cases cited therein

might imply otherwise, they are incorrect. As discussed, the jurisprudence of this Court and the
Supreme Court of Canada on the duty to disclose before a rezoning hearing does not support
such an expansive view.

[101]     In any event, the fact is that the City chose to disclose a great deal of information about
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the overall land exchange, even though this was not required.

[102]     The Policy Report began with a Summary that explained the deal:

This [rezoning] proposal was put forward in response to Council objectives to find innovative
ways to facilitate the development of new social and affordable housing. The applicant has
proposed to build social housing on land it owns across the street at 1077-1099 Richards
Street; in exchange, the applicant proposes to develop a mixed-use residential building on the
City-owned Helmcken Street site, including 110 secured market rental units. A social housing
development, Jubilee House, with 87 social housing units, is currently located on the Helmcken
Street site.

[103]     Part 3 of the Policy Report offered more detail on the exchange:

In consideration of the City agreeing to the land exchange, Brenhill would be responsible for all
costs and risks of constructing, fitting out and delivering “turn-keyˮ to the City 162 new non
market housing units on the Richards site, to be owned by the City and operated by 127
Society for Housing. These housing units would include replacement units for the residents
of Jubilee House. Development of the Helmcken site would not be started until after the
Jubilee House residents take occupancy of the new housing on Richards Street. The land
exchange is subject to the approval in principle of the rezoning of 508 Helmcken Street, at
Brenhill’s sole risk and expense.

[104]     The Policy Report went on to state the following:

In the context of the City’s Financing Growth Policy, an offer of a Community Amenity
Contribution from the owner of a rezoning site to address the impacts of rezoning can be
anticipated. Such a CAC is typically made through the provision of either on-site amenities or
a cash contribution towards other public benefits in the neighbourhood. Contributions are
negotiated and are evaluated by staff in light of the increase in land value expected to result
from rezoning approval.

As part of this rezoning application for 508 Helmcken Street, the applicant has offered a CAC
package, valued at $25 million, consisting of:

        In-kind CAC - $24 million towards the $30.6 million construction cost of the “turn-
keyˮ social housing building, with 162 residential units, at 10771099 Richards
Street; and

        Cash CAC  $1 million contribution to the City’s affordable housing fund.
The balance of the $30.6 million construction cost of the “turnkeyˮ social housing building at 1077
1099 Richards Street (up to $6.6 million) would be funded by the City from the proceeds of the
sale of 508 Helmcken Street to Brenhill.

[105]     Brenhill’s construction of the new Jubilee House at 1099 was its “in kind” Community
Amenity Contribution arising out of the rezoning of 508. Stated simply, when the City rezones
lands to permit an increased density of development, it obviously increases the market value of
those lands. Rather than permitting private developers to enjoy the full benefit of this enhanced
value, the City recoups at least part of it and dedicates the funds to community amenities. The
Policy Report indicated that the City’s Real Estate Services staff had reviewed “the applicant’s
development pro forma for this rezoning application and … concluded that the proposed CAC is
appropriate”.
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[106]     The Policy Report then discussed the proposed tenant mix at the new Jubilee House and

expressed the view that this “CAC offering is consistent with area and City policies regarding the
provision of affordable housingˮ. It continued:

Staff assessment of this rezoning application has concluded that the proposed land uses,
density and height are supported, and that the public benefits of this project would provide a
significant contribution towards the targets set in the Downtown South Public Benefits
Strategy and would result in significant progress towards the City’s housing objectives.

[107]     It is apparent that the Policy Report contained considerable information about the overall

land exchange and the plan for 1099, even though this information was not strictly speaking required.

[108]     In sum, the chambers judge erred in holding that the City ought to have disclosed more

information than it did before the Public Hearing. What then of the information that was disclosed?

Was the chambers judge correct to hold that it was problematically technical, and in some respects

arbitrary? In my opinion, he was not.

[109]     Citizens saw what City Council saw–largely the Policy Report. There was no duty on the City

to create and provide a more readable or convincing report on the issues raised by the proposed

rezoning of 508.

[110]     Also, there is no evidence whatsoever of any real confusion or misunderstanding on the part

of citizens who read the Policy Report and attended the Public Hearing.

[111]     Finally, without parsing the Policy Report in detail, I say that it is simply not the case that it

does not fully and fairly describe the issues pertaining to the proposed rezoning of 508. It is

thorough, clear and cogent.

[112]     The Policy Report analyzed the rezoning application by reference to five topics: proposed

land use; housing; density and form of development; parking, loading and circulation; and

environmental sustainability. It explained why a rezoning was necessary and discussed the effects of

the proposed development on local housing stock. It described the Community Amenity
Contribution and the precise makeup of the proposed tenant mix at 1099. It also described the
financial implications of the overall land exchange plan.

[113]     Various appendices contained the proposed bylaw, the draft conditions of approval
(covering some 13 pages) and detailed urban design analysis. This latter document runs 24
pages and together with Appendix F covers all of the specific aspects of land use, density,
impacts on neighbouring views and privacy, light and shadowing and form of development for
the 508 project. These are technical sections, to be sure, but the design of a 36story tower and
its impact on its neighbours is a matter of some technicality. These details are not “at best,
peripheral” as the chambers judge suggested (at para. 114). They are centrally relevant to the
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rezoning and development 508, and their impact on the neighbourhood.

[114]     The chambers judge colourfully suggested that “the material has the general effect of
allowing the public [sic] eavesdrop on correspondence between technical staff and City
Council” (at para. 114). With respect, this is unfair. The Policy Report allowed the public to see,
read, analyze and critique the very material that City Council would see, read, analyze and
critique when considering whether to enact the 508 Rezoning Bylaw in the public interest.

[115]     Before I leave this section, I must comment on the chambers judge’s suggestion that the

City had some sort of duty to objectively justify the dollar values assigned in the Policy Report to

the various components of the underlying land exchange or, failing that, to disclose that the figures

were merely “conclusory” (at para. 116).

[116]     The chambers judge continued this theme (at para. 122):

The process was also flawed in my view by presenting dollar values for the components of the
land exchange that cannot be evaluated: it is impossible to tell whether the numbers have a
real-world justification or are simply used to set up an offset that the proponents have
chosen, to give the appearance of adequate consideration. In light of the scale of the zoning
change and the trade-off of existing amenities for social housing, these things are more than
just the City doing its “business.”

[117]     These conclusions were in error. It bears repeating once again that the City has statutory

authority to enter into real estate transactions without direct public scrutiny and oversight

(ss. 190, 193). The land exchange transaction was the City ‘doing its business’. The City had no

duty to provide an economic justification for this business decision. Put another way, knowing the

precise financial details of each component of the overall land exchange, and the “objective

justification” for those figures, would not assist citizens to make informed comments on whether 508

should be rezoned.

[118]     The City met—and indeed exceeded—its disclosure obligations.

I         Conduct of the Public Hearing

[119]     The judge found as a fact that, at the Public Hearing, the City prevented citizens from

expressing views about anything other than the rezoning of 508 (see e.g., paras. 117, 130, 132). I

stress that it would not have been unfair for the City to do just that. Citizens did not have the right

to comment on the land exchange, nor the plans for the new Jubilee House at 1099. However, the

record shows that the City chose to permit such comments nonetheless. The chambers judge made

a palpable and overriding error in concluding otherwise.

[120]     In defending the judge’s finding, CANY relies on an exchange between Councillor Carr and

Brad Drosda, an opponent of the 508 development:
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Councillor Carr:  … Thanks for coming tonight. I have a few clarifications, I’d like. You said
that your building is 16 meters away?

Brad Drosda:  Yes, from the proposed social-housing building.

Councillor Carr:  Oh, not from the one that’s being up tonight.

Brad Drosda:  That’s correct.

Councillor Carr:  Oh, Ok, because I just wanted to verify. We were just told it’s more than 80
feet away. It’s a different building, but I get it. And is it the proposed social building, the one
that’s not being talked about tonight? Or the site being talk about tonight that is primarily
blocking the views, air, light, etc.

Brad Drosda:  Both buildings in conjunction with each other. The shadow casts and the views
are being blocked by both buildings in conjunction.

Councillor Carr:  OK. It’s a bit hard for me because we are considering one of them and I
understand your point.

[Emphasis added.]

[121]     CANY submits that this exchange, and in particular the emphasized portions, are a sufficient

evidentiary basis for the judge’s conclusion that the City forbade citizens from speaking to the

overall plan and the proposed development for 1099 (the new Jubilee House).

[122]     However, I do not read this exchange as a ruling that restricted comments to the 508

development. Councillor Carr was not the chairperson of the Public Hearing and had no authority to

limit comments. It is also clear that her interjections did not have that effect. I have read the

transcript of the Public Hearing and the Mayor did not rule any comments about the land exchange

or 1099 out of order. Indeed, many attendees commented on the land exchange and 1099. (There

was even a scale model of the new Jubilee House on display.)

[123]     At the outset of the Public Hearing, the City’s senior planner offered the following

introduction:

In response to council’s housing and homelessness strategy, and the city’s challenges of
providing affordable housing, Brenhill Developments, which owns the site across the street at
1099 Richards, approached the city with a land exchange proposal. In exchange for the city-
owned lands at 508 Helmcken, including the adjacent city lane, Brenhill would build a new
social housing on the Richards St site, including replacement housing for the residents of
Jubilee House, and once completed would transfer the ownership of that site to the city. The
application for the social housing building on Richards St is currently going through the
development permit process. The application before council this evening proposes to rezone
the site at 508 Helmcken to allow for a 36 story mixed-use tower. It includes 448 residential
units, of which 110 are market rental units, a two story private preschool/kindergarten facing
in to the park, and some retail space at ground level. The rezoning involves an increase in
density, from 3 to 17.19 FSR, and an increase in height from 70’ to 320’. Under council’s
policy report, potential benefit capacity in downtown, an increase beyond the 300’ prescribed
under the Downtown Official Developments Plan, can be considered to the underside of
approved view corridors as is being proposed in this application to achieve public benefits. The
key public benefit of this application would be the new and replacement social housing that is
proposed at 1099 Richards St, valued at $25 million. This includes an in-kind community
amenity contribution of $24 million towards the $30.6 million cost of construction the turnkey
social housing building at 1099 Richards St, as well as a cash community amenity contribution
of $1 million towards the city’s affordable housing fund. The balance of the cost of the social
housing would be funded by the city from the proceeds of the sale of the 508 Helmcken St
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site to Brenhill development. The proposed in-kind CAC would result in the construction of
162 social housing units by Brenhill, and upon completion the ownership of the land at 1099
Richards, as well as the newly constructed building would be transferred in turnkey condition
to the city. Also at this time, the Jubilee residents would be relocated from their current
location to the new building. The social housing would be operated by a nonprofit operator, the
127 Society for Housing, the current operator of the Jubilee House.

[124]     After this introduction, the first five citizens to speak were administrators or residents of

Jubilee House who spoke in support of the rezoning of 508 because it would lead to the construction

of the new Jubilee House on 1099.

[125]     For example, Joanne Graham, Administrator of the Society, made the following comments:

The proposed redevelopment of both 508 Helmcken and 1099 Richards would provide both
increased rental stock and daycare to the Downtown South and the City of Vancouver. Both
new projects would revitalize the Richards, Downtown South community. The land swap, as
part of the redevelopment, would allow us to continue to house our existing tenants, maintain
our social housing stock, and provide an additional new 75 housing units for the city of
Vancouver. The projected revenues would allow us to effectively manage, maintain, and then
plan for renovations and future replacements without government subsidies. We’ve enjoyed
the opportunity to input on the design phase in collaboration with Brenhill Developments to
meet the needs of our society and our ageing tenants. Our tenants are very excited about
having the possibility of a new home. I support the proposal to redevelop 508 Helmcken St,
and thank you for this opportunity.

[126]     Opponents of the rezoning also spoke about the broader plan. Even Mr. Drosda, before his

exchange with Councillor Carr (quoted above), shared his views on the new social housing for 1099:

With the proposed increase in social-housing, a loss of views, property values, and privacy,
how does this contribute toward or maintain Vancouver’s status as being the most livable in
the world?

[127]     Jon Green suggested the new Jubilee House “inevitably will have a negative impact on
residents and home values”. He continued:

This neighbourhood has already accepted more than its fair share of social responsibility, with
five out of the eight buildings as social housing on that 500 ft stretch of Helmcken. The
developer claims there will be a significant public benefit with this proposal. Well that is not
true. While 1099 Richards will house 162 new units, that is only adding 75 new units to the
overall stock, as 87 will simply move across the street. So for 75 units, that city is going to
trade the opportunity to expand the park, which benefits thousands and thousands of
residents, and that would be a real shame.

[128]     Yet another opponent, Kerry Corlett, said “there is no dire need here to build social housing.

In spite of the fact that we have a building here that is clearly falling to pieces, there’s a lot of

people living in 1980s built structures here in Vancouver”.

[129]     Peter Ostafchuk opposed both proposed developments for these reasons:

And my concern with the current proposal, the two developments that are being proposed, the
rezoning of the 36 story tower and the social housing 13 story tower, that they box in the
Freiza Building. … And what’s going to happen if these two developments go forward is that’s
going to be my view. That is the impact of these two developments. I will see nothing. That is
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what an eight degree view cone looks like. This completely takes away from the livability for
someone who’s in this area. I mean, my daily life, that’s the best view I will have. From the
views outside of my eleven year old son’s bedroom will be nothing but the 13 story social
housing tower.

[130]     Several other opponents made similar comments.

[131]     As a matter of fact, the City did not prevent discussion at the Public Hearing of the

development of 1099 or the land exchange generally. As a matter of law, the planning prudence of

that former development was not before City Council at the Public Hearing—and, most certainly,

neither was the business prudence of the land exchange.

(d)      The Development Permit for 1099

[132]     In his analysis, the chambers judge did not give separate consideration to the 1099

Development Permit. Rather, he appeared to lump it in with the problems he saw with the Public

Hearing (at para. 121):

I have concluded in this case that the public hearing and the development permit processes
were flawed in that the City has taken an unduly restrictive view of the discussion that should
have been permitted to address the true nature and overall cost/benefit of the 508/1099
project to the City and its residents.

[133]     The City and Brenhill submit the judge erred in conflating the approval and issuance of the

1099 Development Permit with that of the 508 Rezoning By-law, and in providing no independent

analysis of the former. They say the judge did not explain the legal basis for quashing the 1099

Development Permit. In their submission, any deficiencies in the disclosure for the Public Hearing in

relation to the rezoning of 508 cannot affect the 1099 Development Permit. They were separate

matters and, more fundamentally, there is no statutory requirement for public hearings for

development permits. They say the process followed by the Development Permit Board was not in

any way open to criticism.

[134]     CANY responds that the judge was correct to quash the 1099 Development Permit because

“the entire process was flawed”. This response depends upon the premise that the Public Hearing

properly concerned the 1099 Development Permit as well as the 508 Rezoning By-law.

[135]     I agree with the City and Brenhill that the judge erred in law in quashing the 1099

Development Permit, which was a separate matter from the 508 Rezoning By-law. As noted, under

the Vancouver Charter the City may, subject to its by-laws, issue development permits without first

holding a hearing (s. 565A). The Public Hearing in this case concerned only the 508 Rezoning By-law.

Accordingly, any deficiencies in the disclosure before the Public Hearing (of which there were none)

could not affect the validity of the 1099 Development Permit. The judge’s conclusion cannot be

sustained.
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I         The DODP Amendment

[136]     The DODP Amendment amended s. 3.13 of the DODP to authorize the Development Permit

Board, in certain circumstances, to permit an increase in floor space ratio to ensure the inclusion of

“social housing”. Before the DODP Amendment, s. 3.13 referred to “low cost housing”.

[137]     The judge quashed the DODP Amendment on the basis of a title in the public notice. The

notice stated that City Council was calling a public hearing to consider zoning amendments described

as “West End Zoning Amendments”. In full, the notice stated the following:

The West End Community Plan was approved by Council on November 2, 2013. As part of the
implementation of that plan, zoning amendments will be considered by Council at the Public
hearing on January 23. The proposed amendments are to the Zoning and Development By-law,
Section 2 (definitions); RM-5, RM5A, RM-5B and RM-5C (residential) District Schedule; C-5
and C-6 (commercial District Schedule; Downtown Official Development Plan; and Rental
Housing Stock Official Development Plan.

[138]     Noting that New Yaletown is a different neighbourhood from the West End, the judge

concluded as follows (at para. 134):

It is asking too much of residents of the City to expect them to look past advertisements that
clearly identify one part of the City as the affected area, to see whether other areas have
been included as well.

[139]     This conclusion was in error. Regardless of the title, the DODP was specifically identified
in the notice as being affected by the proposed amendments. This was sufficient for the
purposes of the Vancouver Charter.

Timeliness

[140]     In the alternative, the City and Brenhill both submit that, regardless of its merits, the judge

should have dismissed the petition because CANY was so delayed in filing it.

[141]     The City submits that s. 149 of the Vancouver Charter is an absolute bar to any challenge to

the 508 Rezoning By-law. That section provides as follows:

149      Any by-law and any resolution passed by the Council in pursuance of its powers shall
be absolutely valid and binding upon all parties concerned, and shall not be questioned in any
Court unless within one month after its final passing

(a)        a notice of application to quash the by-law or resolution under Part
XXV of this Act has been served upon the city; or

(b)        an action has been commenced in a Court of competent jurisdiction to
set the by-law or resolution aside.

[142]     City Council approved in principle the rezoning of 508 on 23 July 2013 and enacted the 508

Rezoning By-law on 11 March 2014. The petition was filed on 6 May 2014, well outside the one

month limitation period set out in s. 149.
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[143]     Brenhill also raises the issue of delay. In addition to s. 149, it relies on ss. 524 and 526 of the

Vancouver Charter:

524      On the application of an elector or a person interested in the by-law or resolution, a
Judge may declare the by-law or resolution void in whole or in part for illegality.

…

526      No application to quash a by-law or resolution, or part thereof, under this part shall be
entertained unless notice of the application is served on the city within one month after the
passing of the by-law or resolution complained of.

[144]     The Judicial Review Procedure Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 241 (“JRPA”) provides in part as

follows (ss. 8(1), 11):

8 (1)     If, in a [judicial review], the court had, before February 1, 1977, a discretion to refuse
to grant relief on any ground, the court has the same discretion to refuse to grant relief on the
same ground.

…

11        An application for judicial review is not barred by passage of time unless

(a)        an enactment otherwise provides, and

(b)        the court considers that substantial prejudice or hardship will result to
any person affected by reason of delay.

[145]     Brenhill led evidence that, subsequent to 12 August 2013 when the Development Permit

Board passed its resolution to issue, when certain conditions were fulfilled, the 1099 Development

Permit, it took various steps to move the project forward including:

       terminating leases with the preschool and restaurant tenants;

       demolishing the existing premises at 1099, including the preschool and restaurant, on

14 January 2014 and between 17 February and 5 March 2014;

       expending in the neighbourhood of $6.2 million on the foregoing, and on design and site

preparatory work; and,

       committing to construction contract and loan contract terms, including the taking down of

$4,765,658 in construction loans.

[146]     The president of Brenhill affirmed that if an issue had been raised within the statutory period

regarding the legal validity of the 508 Rezoning By-law or 1099 Development Permit, Brenhill would

have considered how to address the issue at that time, rather than proceeding as it did.

[147]     Brenhill submits that the chambers judge erred with respect to the issues of delay and

prejudice. It submits that he failed to apply the applicable legal principles in light of the prejudice

suffered by Brenhill as a result of CANY’s delay in bringing the petition.
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[148]     The judge summarized Brenhill’s submission on prejudice and delay (at paras. 104-110) but

dealt with the issue in a somewhat summary fashion (at paras. 124-126):

The question of remedy is contentious. Brenhill submits that the statutory limitation applicable
to setting aside by-laws should be applied, and that the failure of the petitioner to serve the
City with notice of an application for a declaration quashing the by-law within one week of its
enactment is fatal to their case.

All parties agree that judicial review is another way the passage of a by-law may be challenged
and that such time limits do not apply, although the remedy is discretionary. I think it is the
appropriate procedure in this case.

I am fortified in this by the position taken by the City, which does not rely on a by-law
limitation argument, although it submits that there are pertinent limits to judicial review.

[149]     The chambers judge did not refer to s. 149 of the Vancouver Charter, nor did he refer to

s. 8(1) or s. 11 of JRPA. Neither the City nor Brenhill mentioned s. 149 in their written responses to

CANY’s petition. Counsel for Brenhill advised that s. 149 was referred to in oral argument. Counsel

for CANY had no recollection of it being raised. While I accept Brenhill’s representation that s. 149

was raised below, it certainly does not appear to have been a focal point of submissions.

[150]     Subsection 8(1) of JRPA recognizes and preserves the common law discretion to deny relief

where the petitioner delayed in seeking judicial review, even if relief would otherwise have been

granted (Lowe v. Diebolt, 2014 BCCA 280 at paras. 38-40).

[151]     Section 11 of JRPA appears to raise an absolute bar to judicial review proceedings in certain

limited situations. As discussed in Lowe (at paras. 43-45), the extent of that bar has not been the

subject of judicial determination and, whatever its breadth, it does not eliminate the common law

discretionary bars to judicial review that are preserved by s. 8 of JRPA.

[152]     The delay arguments were made in the alternative. Having found that the petition fails on its

merits, I have concluded that I need not deal with them further.

VI.      Conclusion

[153]     When the City is considering rezoning a property, local residents have two important rights.

They have the right to be given information sufficient to enable them to come to an informed,

thoughtful and rational opinion about the merits of the rezoning. They also have the right to express

this opinion to the City at a public hearing. When citizens feel they have been denied one or both of

these rights, they may seek a remedy in the courts by petitioning for judicial review. However, judicial

review has well defined limits. Citizens who disagree with the City’s view of the public interest must

seek change through the political process rather than the courts.

[154]     I would allow the appeals and declare the 508 Rezoning By-law, 1099 Development Permit

and DODP Amendment to be valid.
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“The Honourable Chief Justice Baumanˮ

I Agree:

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Willcockˮ

I Agree:

“The Honourable Mr. Justice Goepelˮ


